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CHAPTER III 

METHOD 

 

This chapter of the present study contains a description of the elements of the method of 

the study. The sub-sections are the research design, the nature of the data, the data collection and 

analysis procedures, as well as the handling of validity and ethical issues.  

1.1. Introduction 

This chapter of the present study contains a description of the elements of the method of 

the study. The sub-sections are the research design, the nature of the data, the data collection and 

analysis procedures, as well as the handling of validity and ethical issues.  

3.2. Research Design 

The study of determining IRSTV for the students of Indonesian Islamic State Institute 

(ISIIS) or Institute Agama Islam Negeri (IAIN) in Indonesia took on mostly quantitative research 

design (Creswell, 2007; Malik & Hamied, 2014). The design is chosen on the basis that this 

specific design has been commonly used in most corpus approach studies (Baker et al., 2013; 

Gabrielatos & Baker, 2008).  

The three phases of corpus-based analysis of this study were the quantitative part of the 

study, where the frequency ranking of word-types and chi-square were used as the basis for 

determining IRSTV. The quantitative analysis of ranking the frequency was supplemented with 

the manual selection of the IRSTV list and the vocabulary to be taught for IAIN/ISIIS students 

involved concordances to provide contexts for the selected vocabulary.  A fuller account on these 

phases was elaborated in the „Data Analysis‟ section. 

 

3.3. The Data  

3.3.1. Data source 

The data source for the development of the target corpus and technical vocabulary 

wordlist was built based on the texts of core textbooks in the field of Islamic religious studies 

(IRS). Five subjects of Islamic religious studies topics were specifically selected from the 
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original 8 topics, based on the fact that only 5 (five) subjects were taught in the research site i.e. 

an Indonesian Islamic state institute. These subjects were the sciences of the Qur‟an or ulum al-

Qur’an, the sciences of the hadith or ulum al-hadith and its methodologies, Islamic law, and 

jurisprudence or fiqh and/or ushul fiqh (its methodologies and various branches), 

Sufism/tassawuf and theology and philosophy/Kalam. These core subjects of IRS as taught for 

all first-year students studying at an ISIIS/IAIN, specifically from the four faculties 

(schools/colleges) namely the Islamic law (syari’ah) Faculty, Islamic Education (tarbiyah), 

Islamic Economy and Business, Islamic theology (ushulludin) and Communication and 

„Da’wah’ Faculty. 

Table 3.1 (new).  The 8 Topics of Islamic religious Studies Vs The 5 subjects of Islamic 

Religious Studies taught at IAIN/ISIIS 

The 8 Topics of Islamic 

religious Studies 

The 5 subjects of Islamic Religious Studies taught at IAIN/ISIIS 

1. The sciences 
of the Qur’an  
(ulum al-
Qur’an). 

1)The sciences of the Qur’an  (ulum al-Qur’an). 

1. The sciences 
of the hadith 
(ulum al-
hadith) and its 
methodologies
.  

2) The sciences of the hadith (ulum al-hadith) and its 
methodologies.  

2. Jurisprudence, 
(fiqh and ushul 
fiqh): its 
methodologies 
and various 
branches. 

3)Jurisprudence, (fiqh and  

2. ushul fiqh): 

3. Creed and 
theology.  

The sub topics are taught in 2 subjects: 

1. Ilmu Filsafat dan Ilmu 
Kalam/‘Philosophy and the 
Science of rational Kalaam 

a) 2. Ahlak Tassawuf  

4. Sufism 
(tassawuf). 
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5. History in its 
various forms 
such as 
biographies, 
chronologies, 
and annals. 

Not taught for all students/all departments of IAIN/ISIIS;  

-  

6. Islamic 
economics 

7. Islamic education 
 

 

Table 3.1. showed how the 8 topics of Islamic Religious Stuidies based on Khir‟s (2007 

and al-Faruqi (1988).   An important note was that some topics of the eight topics of IRS were 

not literally translated into the subjects taught at the ISIIS/IAIN as a one-to-one counterpart. 

This means that there were two or more topics of Islamic religious studies that were integrated 

into one subject of ISIIS/IAIN, or vice versa. For example, IRS topics of Creed and theology 

and „Sufism‟ were overlapped in the contents of ISIIS/IAIN subject of Ilmu Filsafat dan Ilmu 

Kalam/„Philosophy and the Science of rational Kalaam‟, while at the same time some of the 

sub-topics of theology was combined with another IRS topic Sufism/‟Islamic Mystic‟ into 

ISIIS/IAIN subject of Ahklak Tassawuf. Meanwhile, Islamic law and the principles 

jurisprudence/Fiqh and Ushul Fiqh that were listed under one integrated topic of IRS was 

delivered in two different ISIIS/IAIN subjects of Fiqh-an obligatory subject to be learned by all 

students of ISIIS/IAIN-and Ushul Fiqh, taught specifically for the students of the 

faculty/school of Islamic Law or Syari’ah and the faculty of Qur‟anic Science and Da’wah. 

Mean while 3 other topics of IRS were not taught for all  studnents of IAIN/ISIIS. The History 

of Islam was only taught at the Islamic Culture and History Departement, The Islamic 

Economics  was only taught at the  Islamic Economy and Business Departement, and The 

Islamic Education is only taught at the departements in theIslamic education and Teacher 

Training Faculty. (“Institut Agama Islam Negeri (IAIN) Manado-Kurikulum Program studi 

Akhwalusyaksiyah,” 2019). 
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Complying to one of the principles of representativeness in constructing language corpora 

that the corpus must be representative of the language being investigated (Reppen, 2009; 

Sinclair, 1991 in Flowerdew, 2012), the selected textbooks were aligned with the course outlines 

of the aforementioned IRS subjects of ISIIS/IAIN. Since the syllabus rarely included references 

in English, the core textbooks were therefore selected on the basis of the proximity of their 

contents to the core references prescribed for each subject of Islamic studies in the curriculum of 

the investigated Indonesian Islamic state institute. Three instructors of these subjects were 

consulted regarding the selection of the most important core textbooks to be included as the 

sample.  Owing to the relevancy of the selected IRS textbooks with the syllabus of the five IRS 

subjects of ISIIS/IAIN, the number of textbooks and chapters of the data source textbooks were 

purposively selected for further processing. Under the IRS sub-topic Fiqh and Ushul Fiqh, for 

example, there were two IRS textbooks that were employed as a data source. The reason being, 

the syllabus of the Fiqh and Ushul Fiqh subject at ISIIS/IAIN covered a considerable wide 

general sub-topics in this subject area and consequently, the references prescribed in the 

IAIN/ISIIS curriculum were also comprised of several core textbooks (mainly in Arabic 

language or Bahasa Indonesia). 

Below were the list of core textbooks in Islamic studies which are based on the five topics 

of Islamic studies, presented with their corresponding academic subjects taught at the research 

site and their prescribed references in each of the subjects‟ course outline (IAIN Manado 

Curriculum, 2016):  

Table 3.2 (new). Topics of IRS covered by the data source versus the IRS subjects at 

IAIN/ISIIS and the content of their references 
Topics of Islamic Studies & the core 

textbooks used as the data source 

IRS subjects taught at an IAIN/ISIIS & their prescribed 

main /reference textbooks 
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I. The sciences of the 

Qur’an (ulum al-

Qur’an).  
Core textbooks: 

1. Von Denffer, Ahmad., 

1994, An Introduction to 

the Science of the Qur‟ān, 

UK: Islamic Foundation 

Ulumul Qur’an  
Core references: 

1. Anwar, Rosihan., Ulumul Qur’an,  

2. Az-Zarqani, Muhammad Abdul „Adzim., 2001Manahil 

al-‘Irfan fi ‘Ulum al-Qur’an, Cet. 1, Jakarta: Gaya 

Media Pratama 

3. Al-Qaththan,  Manna., 1990 M/ 1411 H., Mabahits fi 

‘Ulum al-Qur’an, T.tp: Mansyurat al-„Ashr al-Hadits 

4. Djalal, Abdul., 2000., Ulumul Qur’an, Cet.2, Surabaya: 

Dunia Ilmu 

II. The sciences of the hadith 

(ulum al-hadith) and its 

methodologies  

Core textbooks: 

1. Hasan, Suhaib, 1995, An 

Introduction to the Science of 

Hadith 1
st
 Ed., Riyadh: Dar-us-

Salam Publications 

Ulumul Hadith  
Core references: 

1. Sulaiman, M. Noor PL. 2009., Antologi Ilmu Hadits. 

Jakarta: GP Press.  

2. Al-Shiddieqy., Teungku Muhammad Hasbi. 2009. 

Sejarah dan Pengantar Ilmu Hadits. Semarang: Pustaka 

Rizki Putra  

3. Idri. 2010, Studi Hadits., Jakarta: Kencana 

4. Muhammad Ajjaj al-Khathib. Ushul al-Hadits (Terj. M. 

Qodirun Nur dan Ahmad Musyafiq). Jakarta: Gaya Media 

Pratama, 1998. 

III. Jurisprudence (fiqh and 

ushul fiqh): its 

methodologies and 

various branches 
Core textbooks: 

1. Hallaq, Wael, 2009,  

Introduction to Islamic Law 

1
st
 Ed., Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press 

Fikih  
Core references: 

1. Ash-Shiddiqi, TM. Hasbi., 2010, Kuliah 

Ibadah,Semarang:Pustaka Rizki Putra 

2. Sayyid Sabiq, 1987., Fiqh Sunnah, Bandung : Alma‟arif. 

3. Ghozali, Abdul Rahman, 2010. Fiqh Munakahat, Jakarta: 

Kencana  

4. Suhendi, Hendi ., 2005. Fiqh Muamalah, Jakarta : Raja 

Grafindo Persada 

5. Rifa‟i, Moh., Moh. Zuhri & Salomo, 1978., Kifayatul 

Akhyar, Semarang : Toha Putra  

IV. Islamic Philosophy 

1. Saeed Seikh, 1982, Islamic 

Philosophy (2
nd

 edition), 

London: The octagon Press 

Note: This book was ntended 

for undergraduate students-

developed from his own lecture 

notes (Sheikh, 1962-preface of 

1
st
 edition) 

 

2. W. Motgomery Watt, 1985, 

Islamic Philosophy and 

Filsafat dan Ilmu Kalam (Philosophy and 

Philosophical /rational theology) 

Combination of “philosophy (categorized as non-

Islam religious subject) and “Islamic theology) 

Redja Mudyahardjo. Filsafat Ilmu Pendidikan: 

Suatu Pengantar. Bandung: Rosda, 2001. 

1. Stefano Gattei. Philosophy of Science. New 

York: Madison Ave, 2009. 

2. The Liang Gie. Pengantar Filsafat Ilmu. 

Yogyakarta: Liberty, 1991. 

3. Ibrahim Abu Bakar. 2008. Tradisionalisme dan 

Rasionalisme dalam Ilmu Kalam. Bangi: FPI 
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Theology  

(2
nd

 edition), Edinbugrh: 

Edinburgh uni press 

 

UKM. 
4. al-Mâturîdi. 1979. Kitâb al-Tawhîd. Istanbul: 

Maktabah al-Islâmiyyah Muhammad 

Ouzdemer.  

5. Matondang, Ali Ya‟kub. 1996. Pemikiran 

Kalam Muktazilah, Medan: Jabal Rahmat. 

6. Mustafâ, al-Ghurâbî Ali, 1959, Tarikh al-Firâq 

al-Islamiyyah. al-Qâhirah: Muhammad Ali 

Shubhi. 

7. Nasution, Harun. 1983. Akal dan Wahyu 

Dalam Islam. Jakarta: UI Press. 

V. Sufism (tassawuf)  
Hassan Abu Hanieh, 2011, Sufism and 

Sufi Orders: God‟s Spiritual Paths 

Adaptation and Renewal in the 

Context of Modernization, 

Amman,:Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung  

Akhlak dan Tassawuf 

 
1. Maksudin, Pendidikan Akhlak Tasawuf & Karakter Integratof, 

(Yogyakarta: Samudra Biru, 2017) 
2. Zainal Arifin, Disertasi, “Kepemimpinan Spiritual dalam 

Tradisi Jamaah Tabligh Strategi Kebudayaan Kiai dalam 
Membentuk Perilaku Religius” [Yogyakarta: Pascasarjana 
UIN Sunan Kalijaga Yogyakarta, 2017] 

 

 

3.3.2. Available and Accessible Text Data  

There were 1,511 pages of the IRS core textbooks in the text data, In terms of token and 

word-types, the accessible text data of this study was 305,554 tokens and 31,029 word -types.  

The figure were taken from the available text data by using a purposive sampling using the 

following criteria: 

The core textbooks of IRS as listed in left coloumn of  Table 3.1   as the data source were 

chosen according to their similarity of content with the content of the prescribed core textbook 

taught in IAIN/ISIIS listed in the right coloumn of Table 3.1. These textbooks were used as 

references in the five topics/subjects of IRS taught at the research site. Since the prescribed 

reference textbooks were written in Bahasa Indonesia and or Arabic Languange, the data taken 

for this study were core textbooks in the Islamic Religious Studies written in English  with  

content equivalent to the content of the prescribed reference/textbooks.  

Not all of the words in the available text data were used in the study. There were only 

794 pages of these books contents that were selected as the data. The front pages such as covers, 
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publication information, forewords, bibliographies/references, glossaries and appendixes, and 

other back pages were excluded. The words in these unselected pages were not considered as 

part of the data since they were not part of the books‟ content. Table 3.2. below show the number 

of pages of the IRS textbooks-data source: 

Table 3.2. The number of pages in the  available text data and sample 
  

Topic 

  

Data source 

  

Number of pages  

available 

text data 

accessible 

text data 

I Islamic law and jurisprudence  (fiqh and ushul fiqh)-1 210 170 

 Islamic law and jurisprudence  (fiqh and ushul fiqh)-2 185 173 

 Total Topic I 395 343 

II The sciences of the Qur‟an (ulum al-Qur’an) 59 59 

 Total Topic II 59 59 

III the sciences of the hadith or ulum al-hadith 41 33 

 Total Topic III 41 33 

IV Islamic Philosophy (Creed/Theology /Kalam) 188 163 

 Total Topic IV 188 163 

V Sufism-1 450 112 

  Sufism-2 378 84 

  Total Topic V 828 196 

  Total pages 1511 794 

 

Some notes for Table 3.2:  

1) The number of pages of the available and accessible texts was the data sources‟/ the 

analyzed IRS textbooks‟ original number of pages before the conversion and cleaning 

process. 

2) As for the data source for Topic II, all of the textbook‟s pages were included in the 

sample, because the original pdf (free book) file did not contain any front nor back 

pages. 

3) As for the data source of Topic V- textbook #1, it was only 112 pages was taken as 

the data source, because they were aligned with the syllabus at research site 

(IAIN/ISIIS). The other 338 pages were chapters containing texts that were not 
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related to the syllabus because they specifically referred to Sufism history in Jordan, 

in addition to its cover pages, publication info, glossary, and references. 

- The final accessible text data that were used  for analysis were 305,554 tokens and 

18,285 word- types extracted from the available text dat. These word-types were those 

processed and “read” by the AntWordProfiler program as “legitimate word” according to 

the settings made in the “token definition” setting. The “token definition” was a tool in 

the AntWordProfiler program that was used to define what count as “word” in a corpus 

study. In this particular study, the “token definition” tool was set up to accommodate 

special features of the data. This setting was further elaborated in the data collection 

procedure section.   

 

3.3.3. Data normality checking 

Data normality test for a collection of texts used as the data source of this present study to 

be claimed representative was conducted using the Zipf‟s law, an instrument developed by 

George Kingsley Zipf. The Zipf's law was used to predict the frequencies of words in a text of (at 

least) 1000 words when they were frequency-ranked downward (Nation, 2016). The main 

assumptions of Zipf‟s law stated that: 

a) When the rank of a word list is multiplied by frequency, the result is a constant figure as 

it goes down a frequency-ranked word list (Nation, 2016).  

b) The frequency of occurrence of words was inversely related to their frequency rank, 

meaning that the frequency of the word that ranked as the second most frequent word in a 

frequency-ranked word table was actually half of the frequency of the word that was 

ranked first in the same list, and this continued down the frequency ranks.  

c) Half of the different words in a text data occurred only once in the text (Nation, 2016).  

The first step of data normality checking was similar to that of the initial stage of word 

profiling procedure (see section „Data Analysis‟ below). This was done by running the 

AntWordProf software and uploading the files of data source texts from the data source into the 

software. The result of the word profiler, that is, a complete listing of words in a frequency-

ranked list was saved into a txt file, then later was converted into an excel file, in order to count 
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the data normality. The formula used in the Excel for checking the normality of the data of this 

study was derived from the formula below:   

Zipf”s predicted frequency = Frequency i times 1/rank i   

Where: Zipf”s score was the „frequency that was predicted ZIPF‟s law‟, C was a constant 

number, and rank i was the rank of a word-type in question  

The Zipf”s score normality test formula above was applied to 30 first most frequently 

occurred Types/words in the data resulted in Table 3.3:  

 

Table 3.3. Zipf score of the first 30 most frequent Types/words in the data 

Type Frequency Rank 
Frequency  

as predicted by Zipf’s Law 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

The 25,712 1 25712 

Of 15,068 2 12856 

And 10,051 3 8571 

To 7,830 4 6428 

In 7,729 5 5142 

A 5,380 6 4285 

Is 3,911 7 3673 

That 3,640 8 3214 

As 2,883 9 2857 

Was 2,785 10 2571 

It 2,513 11 2337 

For 2,370 12 2143 

By 2,264 13 1978 

Or 2,014 14 1837 

This 1,956 15 1714 

With 1,843 16 1607 

Be 1,736 17 1512 

From 1,720 18 1428 

Not 1,695 19 1353 

He 1677 20 1286 

His 1600 21 1224 

On 1583 22 1169 

Which 1445 23 1118 

Were 1321 24 1071 
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Table  3.3. above showed that the data of this present study followed the assumption of Zipf‟s 

law in that: 

a) The frequency of the second-ranked word-type of the data of this present study i.e. „of‟ 

(frequency 15,068) was roughly half of the frequency of the first ranked word-type i.e. 

„the‟ (frequency 25,712). This was repeated down the word list to the thirtieth ranked 

word-type in the word list that was taken as the sample for the Zipf‟s law test.  

b) The frequencies of the top thirty word-types in the data of this study listed in column (2) 

were also in a close approximate to the frequency of the word-types in that would have 

occurred as predicted by Zipf‟s Law as shown in column (3).  A T-Test comparing the 

actual frequencies and the predicted frequencies of the word-types in the data shown a 

0.704. This T-Test resultshoed a significant correlation between the actual frequencies of 

of the word-types in the dat and  the predicted  frequencies  (shown by the Zipf score 

coloumn).  

Based on the elaboration above was that it was confirmed that the data of this study 

fulfilled the assumptions of Zipf‟s law. This also meant that the data of this present study was 

normal as language data to be analyzed using a corpus-based approach.  

3.3.4. Unit of analysis 

The unit of analysis of this study was “word-type” as defined by Nation (2001, 2013 and 

2016, or level 1 in Bauer and  Nation (1993 in Nation, 2016). This was based on the argument 

that the resulting word list should match the knowledge most needed by the students of 

ISIIS/IAIN i.e. productive skills (writing and speaking). Receptive skills (reading and listening) 

were also included in the purpose of developing the target corpus of this study (CIRELISST) and 

Are 1257 25 1028 

Their 1224 26 989 

But 1185 27 952 

Have 1153 28 918 

One 1115 29 887 

An 1067 30 857 

T-Test 0.740 
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the IRSTV list since most EFL courses in many Islamic universities and IAIN were designed as 

integrated four-skills development ones.  

Word-types were the most appropriate unit of counting in a corpus or wordlist whose 

pedagogical purpose was to focus on productive skills due to the fact that  these skills were 

proven to be more challenging than the productive skills for beginner learners as shown by the 

lesser scores they could achieve in writing and speaking tests than reading and listening   (P. 

Nation, 2016; Ward, 2009). Therefore, by using word-types as the unit of counting, it was 

expected that the 262 word-types (much lesser number of word families) of the resulting IRSTV 

list would be an achievable learning aim for the students of Islamic state university students, the 

target students.  

Having used word-type as the unit of count, it was also important to define what count as a 

„word‟ used in this particular study, that is: 

- “A string of characters bounded by spaces” (Zeno, Ivans, Millard and Duvvuri, 1995, p.6 

in Nation, 2016). 

- Any form of words including the headwords, inflected or derived words were counted as 

individual word-types. For example, „muslim‟, „muslims‟, non-muslims‟ were counted as 

3 word-types. Note: differences in meaning were not taken into account. 

- Words that were different in spelling and capitalizations were not considered as different 

forms.  For example, the forms “Qur‟an”, and „Quran‟ were counted as one „word-type‟. 

- Proper names, words from languages other than English were treated as „word-types‟, 

calculated in the analysis as part of the data‟s population and samples of this study. These 

words, however, were assigned into categories other than „English words‟ used as the 

basis for selecting the IRSTV list.  

There were some forms in the data that were not counted as „word-types‟, and therefore 

were deleted/cleaned from the texts of the data source. These non-word forms were mostly 

numbers such as page numbers, footnotes, and their numbers, and publication dates, and symbols 

like parentheses, quote markers and bullet numbers. Some numbers were not deleted from the 

data sources, counted as „word-types‟ in the analysis, such as verse/aayah numbers, dates, and 

measurements in the content of the data source texts. The later types of numbers were treated 
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like proper namesi.e that they were not counted as the source for selecting potential word-types 

to be included in the IRSTV.  

A string of symbols used the authors of the data source textbooks such as the symbol „---„ 

or „===‟ to represent certain concept in the Hadith narrations  were not counted as „word-types‟, 

although the software „read‟ these forms as „words‟.  These special string of characters that were 

non-words were classified as „faulty‟ data. 

 

3.4. Data collection technique 

The primary data collection technique is documentation to match the nature of the data of 

the present study (i.e. words in texts as the unit of analysis). The procedure of data collection 

involves several steps such as selecting textbooks in IRS as the data sources, scanning, digitizing 

and converting texts before they were ready for analysis, as listed below: 

- Selecting core textbooks in IRS for data source following the guidelines set up in the 

description of data of this particular study (see section „The Data‟ in this chapter). 

- Scanning and digitizing the hardcopy books using digital scanning devices. This step 

resulted in a conversion of hardcopy books into electronic version stored in pdf files. This 

step was not necessary for data sources in that were already in pdf/e-book files.  

- Converting the texts from the scanned core IRS textbooks/ data source was done using 

computer software i.e. AntCoc File Converter (Anthony, 2014) and Nitro10 Pro (Nitro 

Software Inc, 2015).  The resulting files were plain text files (txt format/file extension), 

as shown by Figure 3.1: 

Figure 3.1. An example of a txt file converted from the pdf file of the data source 
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- Text cleaning was the step where the converted texts as raw data were “cleaned” from 

typos and unnecessary information. Unnecessary information such as book covers, 

acknowledgments, publication information pages, were removed as well as the page 

numbers, page titles, references, endnotes, and indexes or any other attachment sections. 

The textbooks files were „cleaned‟ as such that they only contained “the body” or “the 

content” of the textbooks‟. All typos resulting from the digitation and conversion of the 

data source‟s texts were fixed by referring to the original textbooks files. Typos that 

were inherited in the original textbook files or hardcopy were not fixed, for example, 

„nrocess’ in (von Denffer, n.d.) Denffer were not cleaned and categorized in the “faulty” 

data. 

- Another text formatting such as font size, bold, italic, had been automatically cleaned or 

“neutralized” when the pdf files were converted into text files. Any punctuation that 

interfered with the “Token definition” (see section „Data Analysis‟ of this chapter), for 

example an apostrophe that immediately follow a word to mark the author‟s emphasis 

on that specific word was deleted, in order to make sure that the corpus software does 

not “read” it as an individual word/type and count the tokens. For instance, the 

apostrophe in a character string ‘we in a text was deleted so that the corpus software do 
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not count it as a separate word to the actual word we in English. The resulting converted 

texts were therefore contained characters strange to English alphabetical system. Hence, 

they had to be corrected by referring to the original pdf files of the data source 

textbooks. Albeit time-consuming, the cleaning stage was extremely important due to 

the fact that the data source texts contained inscription in Arabic that often cannot be 

recognized by the converter software. 

 

3.5. Research procedure 

In conjunction with the research questions, there were three major phases of this present 

study: 1) development of the target corpus, 2) creation of technical word list in the area of IRS 

and, 3) Selection of EFL vocabulary to be taught to students at Indonesian Islamic State Institute 

(ISIIS). These three phases were elaborated in the sections that follow.  

3.5.1. Phase I: The Construction of the Corpus of Islamic Religious Studies Textbooks-

Indonesian Islamic State Institute of Islamic Studies (CIRELISST-ISIIS) 

The aim of the first phase of this IRSTV research was to develop a target corpus of English 

as used in the core textbooks of Islamic studies as the basis for building a technical vocabulary 

list in the area of Islamic Religious Studies. The construction of the target corpus mainly 

followed the basic principles of corpus construction as suggested by Reppen (2010:31-32) and 

Nation (2010) (see Chapter II of this report).   

3.5.1.1. The target corpus 

The construction of the CRIST-ISIIS was the basis for creating a technical vocabulary list 

in the discipline of Islamic religious studies. As the target corpus, it was important that the 

construction of the corpus obeyed the principles of corpus development (Reppen, 2009a). These 

principles include (a) the purpose of developing a corpus which was related to the originality of 

the corpus being developed, (b) clearly articulated research question(s) that guided the design of 

the corpus and (c) representativeness of the corpus, which together with the issue of practicality 

defined corpus size (Reppen, 2009a).  
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The first principle of corpus construction prescribed that the purpose of developing a 

corpus had to do with the originality of the corpus being developed (Reppen, 2009, p. 31-32). 

Complying with this first principle, the present study strived to meet the need of such corpus in 

Indonesian Islamic higher education context especially based on the core textbooks of Islamic 

religious studies (IRS) taught at the undergraduate level. This target corpus would accompany 

the corpus of Islamic academic research articles or IARA (Abudukeremu, 2010), which was 

designed for the graduate level. The second principle of corpus construction suggested that the 

design of a (good) corpus and word list derived from it was essentially determined by clearly 

articulated research question(s), which should reflect the purposes of the construction of the 

target corpus (Reppen, 2009). The research questions of this present study were developed based 

on the aforementioned purposes. The third principle stated that the corpus must be representative 

of the language being investigated,  which also concerned with the issue of corpus size (Reppen, 

2009a).  To meet this principle, the selection of the data source i.e. IRS textbooks was aligned 

with the purposes of the development of the target corpus, the research questions by using only 

texts that were as relevant as possible to the content of the textbooks prescribed by the course 

outlines of the IRS subjects of ISIIS/IAIN mentioned in the „data‟ and „data collecting technique‟ 

sections. The size of this specialized target corpus (CIRELISST-ISIIS) serving specific purpose 

was relatively „small‟ that it only contained 18,058-word-types and 305,701 tokens. However, 

the question of size was resolved by the aforementioned representativeness pre-cautions and 

practicality i.e time constraints (Reppen, 2009) for a Ph.D. research project and available IRS 

textbooks that were freely downloadable to be used in this present study.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

 

 3.5.1.2. The reference corpora 

The CIRELISST-ISIIS that served as the target corpus of this particular study was 

compared to several major reference corpora. These corpora were the General Service List/GSL 

(West, 1953), Academic Word List/AWL (Coxhead, 2000) and the British Academic Written 

English /BAWE (Heuboeck, Holmes, & Nesi, 2007) as the reference corpora.  
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The GSL contains approximately 2000 most frequent English headwords designed to assist 

ESL learners to more efficiently learn English by making use of the most frequent words listed in 

the GSL. The rationale for choosing the classic GSL was mainly that it has been used in a 

number of studies, and it contains only two-word lists (or base lists) which have been noted as 

general words. Another consideration for using West‟s (1953) GSL was that our study was 

intended to provide vocabulary list that should be learned by EFL students. This purpose was 

similar to West‟s intention in making his famous general word list (P. Nation, 2016). Moreover, 

he also pointed out that GSL had been proven to be superior to its more recent successors in 

terms of its carefully decided purpose of development and its use of suitable corpus that 

represent its purpose. Another famous and more recent British National Corpus(BNC)/Corpus of 

Contemporary American English (COCA) list was not referred in this study due to the 

consideration that it contained a big number word lists, and there was no information on how 

many word lists should be included for analyzing general words. In addition, there are overlaps 

between the new AWL and the BNC/COCA lists (P. Nation, 2016). 

The second reference corpus was Coxhead‟s (2000) AWL, which was a list of academic 

vocabulary containing 570 words. This list was constructed using approximately 3.5 million 

running words from 414 academic texts. This study followed closely Coxhead‟s (2000) 

technique for determining members of her list, which was simpler than Gardner & Davies‟ 

(2014) corpus-comparison technique. This recent study also followed Coxhead‟s argument that 

university students had already had some knowledge of English vocabulary acquired from their 

previous education where they presumably had been exposed to high-frequency words of 

English. Unlike Coxhead (2000), Gardner and Davies (2014) did not use the assumed knowledge 

of English vocabulary when developing their NAWL list, resulting in their list contained 

BNC/COCA high-frequency words (Nation, 2016). Moreover, the more recent „new‟ AWL by 

Gardner & Davies (2014) has not been widely used and it leans too much towards American 

English.  

The third reference corpus was BAWE which was developed under a project by a 

collaborative team of researchers from the Universities of Warwick, Reading, Oxford, Brookes 

(UK) and at Coventry University-towards the end of the project (Heuboeck et al., 2007). One 
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might argue that since BAWE was constructed from students‟ writing product, it would not serve 

as an accurate match for the target corpus (CIRELISST-ISIIS) whose text source was „reading‟ 

texts. To anticipate this criticism, it was useful to look back at the typology of corpora elaborated 

as follows. 

  Corpora were often categorized based on the modality of their (language) input. A corpus 

can be classified into a written corpus and a spoken corpus. For example, the two broad 

classifications of the text in the BNC are written corpus and spoken corpus. Recognizing current 

development of multimodality of language input, McEnery & Hardie, (2012) stated that corpora 

include written, spoken and even audio-visual ones. In relation to the pedagogical purposes of 

developing corpora and word lists, Nation (2016) maintained that it was the written versus 

spoken mode of texts (as sources of corpora) that mostly affect the nature of corpora and the 

word lists derived from them. This means that there was no significant difference between a 

corpus from academic writing and a corpus from academic reading since both of them are in the 

form of written corpus. The target corpus corpus of this present study indeed comparised reading 

texts, but they were also the products of writing process. This was the main rationale for the use 

of BAWE in this study. 

 

3.5.1.3. Data Analysis I: Vocabulary classification-Word Profile 

Following the orders of the research questions of this present study, the analysis of the data 

collected from the previous step was carried out in two phases of computer-aided corpus analysis 

using the AntWordProfiler and the AntConc softwares. To address the first research question on 

the kinds of lexical items that occur frequently and uniformly across the textbooks of Islamic 

studies taught at an Indonesian State Institute for Islamic Studies (ISIIS/IAIN), a word profile 

analysis was conducted. As the name suggested, the AntWordProfiler generated “word profile” 

of the CIRELISST-ISIIS based on Nation's (2001; 2013) vocabulary classification of words into 

four categories of vocabulary. These vocabulary types were high-frequency words, academic 

words, technical words, and low-frequency words. (Nation, 2001 - see chapter II i.e. Vocabulary 

classification). Since the reference corpora used in this present study were the GSL and AWL, 

therefore AntWorProfiler corpus-software categorized high-frequency words in GSL first and 
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second 1000 groups, academic words were categorized as AWL and low-frequency words and 

potential technical words were recognized as „groups not found‟ category (see the word profile 

procedure below).  

Through AntWordProfiler „word profile tool‟, a word list showing the different types of the 

vocabulary of the CIRELISST-ISIIS accompanied by their frequency of occurrence in the target 

corpus was created.  The word profile analysis was conducted following the procedure below: 

1) The AntWordProfiler was run.The data files of the texts of IRS core textbooks were 

uploaded into the software. 

2) In order for the software to accurately recognize Arabic originated words that are 

transliterated into Roman characters (letters) such as “al-Qur’an”, the “Token definition” 

i.e. the formula used to define what count as “word” was set up to follow the user‟s 

definition. This was done by typing the formula [a-zA-Z‟-] in the “Token definition” 

dialogue box in the “Global setting” tool of AntwordProfiler. The result showed a token 

list that includes words/types containing apostrophe and dash character.  

3) The GSL (first 1000 word and the second 1000 word list) and AWL word list were up-

loaded in the “Level list” section of the AntWordProfile platform, as the reference lists. 

These word lists served as the “filter” for sorting out the words of the data that belong to 

GSL and AWL.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2. Setting up the „Token definition‟ in the AntWordProfiler‟s 

„Global setting.  
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4) Some operations represented in the dialogue boxes in the picture below were checked to 

generate the result, for example the „statistics‟ box was check to generate a list of the 

statistic of the word categories i.e. the “Level list‟ (the GSL and AWL) and potential 

IRSTV (words that were not listed in the level lists), and the „word-type‟ was checked for 

the result to contain all word-types in the data, and so on.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3. Setting-up the „output setting‟ in the AntWordProfiler 
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5) The data sorting was executed by clicking the tab “start”. The result of this analysis was 

saved in txt files containing information about the files being processed, the words of the 

texts that belonged to the GSL first and second lists, those that belonged to the AWL list 

and a third list containing a list of words that did not belong to the those categories and 

include both potential technical words in IRS/potential IRSTV and low frequency words 

(see Nation‟s, 2001, 2013 classification). Statistical information of the word profile was 

also given that include the number and percentages of types and token of each group 

(GSL-first 1000 list, GSL second 1000 list, AWL list,  and “other” word list).  

6) The result can be viewed in AntWordProfiler‟s view files tool and saved as txt files, as 

seen in Figure 3.4: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4. The Result of AntWordProfiler analysis in „view file‟ tool  
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7) The result of this procedure was a statistic that showed the total number of the running 

words the data was accompanied by the number of types and tokens of the word levels 

i.e. GSL and AWL and a special group “Group not found”. This last group actually 

contained all words that did not belong to the GSL and AWL. This result was saved into 

notepad file (txt extension) as shown in Figure 3.5: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Result of the AntWordProfiler  in txt/plain text file.  
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On the completion of the last step, the target corpus of CIRELISST-ISIIS was ready to be 

presented in the findings and discussion chapter of this present research. In addition, it was also 

ready to be further analyzed in the second phase of the present study i.e. selecting IRSTV, which 

was elaborated in the next section of this chapter. 

 

1.5.2. Phase II: The Development of Islamic Religious Studies Technical Vocabulary 

(IRSTV) List 

 

Moving forward from developing a corpus of Islamic religious studies textbooks and 

describing its coverage in terms of word profile, the next phase of this present study was to 

identify lexical items that should be included in the IRSTV list. There were three steps or sub-

phase employed in this present study: step 1 was conducting a frequency and range ranking of 

word-types in the last category of word profile, that was based on vocabulary classification 

(Nation, 2001; 2013) of the target corpus CIRELISST-ISIIS (see section Phase I above). This 

step was followed by a keyword analysis (step 2), another technique of determining technical 

vocabulary based on (Scott & Tribble, 2006). These two techniques were converged in the step 

3-a triangulated method for determining IRSTV. Each of the sub-phases was elaborated 

consecutively in the sections that follow:  

 

 3.5.2.1. Data Analysis II: Determining IRSTV on the basis of Frequency and Range 

 

The first data analysis technique for determining technical vocabulary used in this study 

is classifying the vocabulary of the target corpus using  AntWordProfiler (Anthony, 2014b). This 

step was the continuation of the word profile analysis in the section „Data Analysis I above‟ in 

which its result of a list of four categories of vocabulary based on Nation was the basis for 

selecting word-types that were qualified to be included in the (target) technical vocabulary list 

(IRSTV). 

As mentioned previously, the procedure of this analysis started with the „last‟ step in the 

word profiling analysis, where the target corpus (CIRELISSTV-ISIIS) had been categorized into 
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GSL, AWL and the “Group NOT found base list” (see „Data Analysis I‟ above). Below were the 

steps of determining IRSTV on the basis of frequency and range: 

1) The „potential IRV‟ word list was generated in the “Group NOT found base list”, which 

means that this particular group was separated from the Reference word lists i.e. GSL 

first 1000 list (Level 1 file), GSL second 1000 list (Level 2 file) and AWL list (Level 3 

list) in the platform. The “Groups not found base list” was then copied and pasted into 

an Excell file for manual selection by the researcher to select words that are most likely 

to be listed as Potential IRV from the low-frequency words by Nation‟s (2001) 

classification. The final product (in an Excel file):  The result of AntWordProfiler and 

“Group not found” List was presented in the „Result‟ section of this report (see 

Appendix  1).  

2) The „Groups not found‟ list from the software (in step 1 above) was arranged based 

on the „Range‟ (i.e. the number of files in which an individual word-type occur) and 

the frequency of each of the individual word in the data. This was presented in section 

„Result‟ of this report.   

3) The data was then manually selected to sort out low frequency words (Nation, 2001; 

2001) i.e. separating content words from proper names, words from languages other 

than English such as Arabic words, abbreviations, numbers, faults (symbols and typos 

that were inherent in the data-see explanation in the „non-words‟ section of this 

chapter). First of this step was the removal of proper names such as people, places, 

etc.  The next manual sorting out of the data was aimed to take out non-English 

words-mainly words from the Arabic language that was present in the data.  

4) The result of the two steps above was a list of „low-frequency words‟ that potentially 

contained some „low-frequency words that occurred significantly more frequent and 

more evenly across the data‟. These word-types were recorded as „potential technical 

vocabulary in IRS core textbooks presented in the „Result‟ section.  
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3.5.2.2. Data Analysis III: Keyword Analysis 

This data analysis section was actually a different approach of selecting technical 

vocabulary from a corpus following Scott‟s (Scott & Tribble, 2006) keyword analysis. The aim 

of this analysis was to generate a “keyword list” of the data based on the texts of Islamic studies 

core textbooks. In this particular study, a word-type had to have an attribute as a keyword of 

Islamic (religious) studies discipline reflected by “keyness” value, in addition to having a high 

ranking in frequency and range list. This attribute was determined using the AntConc keyword 

tool following the procedure below:  

1) The data source files were loaded into Antconc and analyzed using the Keyword Tool. Since 

the data contained transliterated Arabic words that contained dash and apostrophe as part of a 

word, the “Token definition” was set to accommodate these feature. This protocol was 

conducted in order that the computer recognizes these Arabic words as word-types in this 

analysis of keyword. Figure 3.6. below show the data source up-load procedure into AntConc 

and Figure  3.8. showed the settings of „Token definition‟ in the Keyword Tool:  

 

 

 

 

 Figure 3.6. Uploading data source files into AntConc 
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2) T

he next 

step was 

to run the 

data 

through 

the 

“keyword 

tool” of 

AntConc.  

There 

were 

some 

condition

s that 

were set 

in in the keyword analysis as follows: 

- There was no “Stop List” was used in keyword tool which means that unlike the analysis 

using AntWordProfiler, the input data of 18,875 Types were not filtered by any stop list. 

AntConc also reported a slightly different number of word/Types than AntwordProfiler 

software. 

- The AntConc keyword tool required a reference corpus to which the target corpus (CIST-

ISIIS) was compared, in order to generate a keyword list. The reference corpus in this 

particular analysis was BAWE. 

- The „keyness‟ value was calculated by the Antconc software using Pearson chi-square or a 

log-likelihood statistical test, which were both available on the keyword tool selection of 

the Antconc software. In this particular study, a chi-square test was used to compare the 

distribution by type of corpus i.e. target (CIST-ISIIS) vs Reference (BAWE) corpus of the 

Figure 3.7. Setting-up „Token definition‟ in AntConc 
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18875 word-types in the target corpus (CIST-ISIIS)- example chi-square to see the 

"difference" of the frequency of the word-type "prophet" in CIST-ISIIS with its expected 

occurrences /frequencies  in CIST-ISIIS and BAWE. 

3) The result of the keyword analysis in step (2) was saved in a txt file, similar to the procedure 

to the analysis with AntWordProfiler software. This result was presented in the „Result‟ 

section to be compared with the result of the Data Analysis II-Selection of IRSTV on the 

basis of frequency and range. 

 

3.5.2.3. Data Analysis IV: the Triangulated RFK  

The third data analysis was a combination of the frequency and range-based selection of 

technical vocabulary with the keyword analysis. The rationale for preferring the triangulated 

RFK score rather than any of the other measures (when each of them is used individually) as the 

basis for determining IRSTV) was mainly due to the prevailing features of the triangulated 

measures over the others. This formula has been proven in this study to be an effective formula 

for determining IRSTV. First, the triangulated RFK showed the prominence of the word-types 

enlisted in the “potential IRSTV” vocabulary in terms of their distribution across all five topics 

of the corpus of Islamic studies textbooks (CIRELISST-ISIIS), by presenting the “keyness” 

score of the word-types of the target corpus relative to Range-Frequency scores. Second, the 

triangulated RFK covered the weaknesses of the two other method/techniques by using one 

technique‟s strength to overcome the weakness of the other. For instance, the “range” criteria 

analysis compensated the keyword‟s analysis weakness for excluding “range” in its analysis.  

In this study, the words enlisted in the “Potential IRSTV list” were those that satisfy the 

criteria/measures below:  

a) Word Profile: the word/types that were considered as potential IRSTV should be outside 

West‟s (1953) GSL and Coxhead‟s (Coxhead, 2000). This measure was employed while 

bearing in mind that previous research had pointed out that technical vocabulary may 

come from these two lists  (Sutarsyah et al., 1994). For the purpose of this study, the GSL 

and AWL were excluded from the potential source for IRSTV due to time constraint and 

other issues. This was one limitation of this study that simultaneously opened up an 
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opportunity for further studies to consider words/types from the GSL and AWL to be 

integrated into a more comprehensive selection of IRSTV. 

b) Range: the words/types occurred in a minimum of 3 sub-corpora of CIST-ISIIS (occurred 

in at least 3 topics of the total 5 topics of Islamic religious Studies). The range was given 

the primary consideration over the other measures, specifically over frequency.  

c) Frequency: the words/types of potential IRSTV should have a minimum of 9 frequency 

in any 3 of 5 sub-corpora (the frequency cut point is 8.7 in 305,701 words that serve as 

the population of this study).  The frequency cut-off point used in this study referred to 

Coxhead‟s (Coxhead, 2000) way to determine the frequency cut-off point of AWL i.e. 

28.5 tokens per one million words. Other studies that have used this technique were 

Valipouri & Nassaji (2013) to determine the words that were included in their Chemistry 

Academic Word List (CAWL) and Kwary & Artha (2017) for their Academic Article 

Word List for Social Sciences.    

d) Keyword: the potential IRSTV should have a “keyness value” that was ranked by the chi-

squared frequency difference between target corpus/CIRELISST-ISIIS versus BAWE 

resulted from the “keyword” analysis using the Antconc software. The cut-off point for 

the “keyness value” was not based on the ranks of the keyword list. Instead, criteria (a) to 

(d) above were used as the basis for integrating the “keyword” list into the potential 

IRSTV list. In other words, the “keyness values” of the words/types were supplemented 

into the range-frequency based list of potential IRSTV. This means that only words/types 

that fulfilled the conditions of point a-d above were supplemented with their “keyness 

value” for further processing in point (e) below. 

e) Triangulated Range-Frequency and “Keyness” (henceforward RFK): The triangulated 

RFK score is the formula created by the authors. These are based on the combination of 

range, frequency, and keyness (thus abbreviated as RFK). The final list of potential 

IRSTV should contain words/types that were included in the first 262 highest RFK 

triangulated score. This value was calculated by combining the scores of range, frequency 

and “keyness” using the formula below: 
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The procedure of the triangulated Range-Frequency and Keywords (hence RFK) analysis 

was a continuation of the two previous data analysis, elaborated in the following steps below: 

1) The data analysis I – word profile, data analysis IIa - selection of IRSTV based on 

„range‟ and frequency, and data analysis IIb – keyword analysis was conducted. 

2) The results of the three analysis were combined in one excel table. 

3) The scores of frequency and range analysis and the keyword analysis were combined and 

calculated in the triangulated RFK score using the formula in point (e) of the criteria for 

determining IRSTV above.  

4) Word-types that were ranked from in the top first 262 word-types of this triangulated list 

(see point (c) above were selected as IRSTV. The results of this triangulated RFK list was 

presented in the „Result‟ section of this report. 

The completion of data analysis III-  triangulated RFK analysis for determining IRSTV marked 

the end of Phase I (quantitative phase) of this study. The next phase was a qualitative study of 

determining vocabulary (word-types) that were suitable to be used in ELT materials for learners 

of undergraduate Indonesian Islamic university students, which was discussed in the next 

section.   

1.5.3. Phase III: Applying the IRSTV List to inform materials development  
 

This phase was the application of the result resulted from the analysis in the previous phases.   

Aiming to address the third research question enquiring ways for implementation of the target corpus i.e. 

the CIRELISST-ISIIS and the IRSTV List into vocabulary materials development. This phase was not 

actually an analytical one, thus the result was in the form of practical procedures that needed to be 

followed in order that the CIRELISST-ISIIS and the IRSTV list to be used for texts selection and 

vocabulary grading. The more comprehensive account of this procedure was presented in the results 

chapter.   
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1.6. Ethical Consideration 

 Due to the nature of the data source of this study, the researcher pays special effort to 

attend to the ethical conventions on working with published textbooks and or unpublished ELT 

materials. In order to avoid legal and ethical issues, the IRS textbooks used in this present study 

were free downloadable websites only. The texts taken from these IRS textbooks was treated as 

citations and therefore they were cited properly. In addition, these data source textbooks used in 

academic research or for pedagogical purposes only, and not for commercial use. As for the 

reference corpora and reference word lists, i.e. the BAWE, GSL and AWL, the developers had 

made them available for research purposes, and therefore copyright issue was not violated. The 

AntConc and the AntWordProfiler software, have been both released for public use by the 

Laurence Anthony, the developer of this corpus-software. The corpus-software was also made 

freely available from their respective websites (http://www.newacademicwordlist.org/;  Anthony, 

2014).    
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